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PROBLEM STATEMENT

based on the speciﬁc features of the sensor, such as
storage size, computation ability, communication ability
and trustable level. For each event it sensed or received,
the sensor issues a conﬁdence score to the event, which
is denoted as csr(E, T )ij , indicating the truth level of
this event, where E speciﬁes the event, and i and j are
the identity of the role and the identity of the sensor,
while T means the score will be valid for T time slots.
Moreover, diﬀerent roles have diﬀerent maximum conﬁdent scores that can be issued toward an event.
In RD4 , the conﬁdential score deﬁned above is calculated based on the accumulated signal strength during a
certain time period ([0, T0 ]), depicted as ASS(E, T0 )ij ,
of the corresponding event E at sensor j with role i.
Here, the signal strength of an event E, denoted as
SS(E)ij , can be deﬁned as the amount of changes of
a monitoring physical parameter within a unit time period. For example, if we try to detect an event of sudden changes in temperature at a computing node in a
high performance computing system, the signal strength
will be the amount of temperature changing within each
minute. Thus, if the function to specify the changing
rate of a monitoring physical parameter is p(t), we can
deﬁne SS(E)ij as

With more and more real applications of WSNs have
been deployed, which are in charge of either monitoring parameters or event detection, we envision that the
success of the WSNs is decided by the quality of the
collected data [2]. Further more, the quality of the collected data is mainly aﬀected by the deceptive data,
which includes redundant data, very similar repeated
readings that provide less information, and false data,
wrong readings resulted from unreliable components or
wireless communication and malicious attacks. On one
hand, redundant data should be ﬁltered because less
information is provided but considerable resources are
wasted. On the other hand, false data should also be
ﬁltered to improve data accuracy.
Hence, the major concern of improving the data quality is to detect and ﬁlter deceptive data. However, because of limited resources, it is a big challenge to implement deceptive data detection, which is further complicated when system has high dynamics. Several schemes
have been developed to solve this issue [1, 3], but lots
of them concerns rather on the systems than the data
itself. Moreover, few of them targets deceptive data detection in high dynamic systems. Thus, we are targeting
to detect and ﬁlter the deceptive data in high-dynamic
event-driven WSNs from the data itself point of view by
proposing a Role-based Deceptive Detection and Filtering (RD4 ) mechanism in this paper. The detail of our
approach is listed as follows

2.

SS(E)i,j = p(t)dt

(1)

Based on the deﬁned SS(E)ij , the accumulated signal
strength can be deﬁned as


OUR APPROACH

ASS(E, T0 )ij =

First, each sensor picks up a role from the role set

0



T0

SS(E)ij =

0

T0

p(t)dt

(2)

Having ( 2), we design a function f that maps the
accumulated signal strength to a conﬁdential score, to
be speciﬁc, csr(E, T )ij = f (ASS(E, T0 )ij ). When an
event is detected at a sensor, the sensor will set up a
timer T , also used as the ﬁrst lifetime period of the
event, to the detected event. Then the sensor will try
to conﬁrm whether it is a real event before the event
expires. The decision is made based on the conﬁdence
score, which can come from two sources. One is the
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observation by the sensor itself, for which we use accumulated signal strength detected by the senor, and the
other is the reported signal strength about the same
event from other sensors. Then the sensor j assigns a
conﬁdence score, csr(E, T )ij , to the detected event, E,
within a lifetime of T as follows.
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Figure 1: Recall of false accident reports.
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(3)
If the calculated conﬁdence score exceeds the pre-set
bound to conﬁrm an event, the sensor that detects the
event will broadcast the event report to nearby sensors
in the system; otherwise, after a certain time T the event
is conﬁrmed as false and discarded. In this way, we can
image that the true event will be propagated very fast
but it will be dropped after a while either because the
farther sensor cannot detect the event or not so many
sensor are sensing the reports. On the other hand, false
event report will be discarded from the beginning for
lack of evidence.
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Figure 2: Recall of true accident reports.
as well as false ones which is distributed by malicious
vehicles. The primary results are shown below:
In ﬁgures 1 and 2, the x-axis is the traﬃc density on
the road and the y-axis shows the recall. we can easily
observe that the RD4 mechanism detects 99.9% false accident reports in most cases and more than 95.7% true
accident reports are conﬁrmed while about 4.3% reports
are misclassiﬁed as false accident reports. Hence, most
false accidents reports are ﬁltered to guarantee the quality of sensor data.

CASE STUDY

The RD4 mechanism is a general mechanism to detect deceptive data. In this section, we adapt the RD4
mechanism to detect false accident report in the context
of a high dynamic system - vehicular networks.
We deﬁne the role set of sensors for this application
as following: Road Side Units(RSUs), public vehicles
such as police cars, school buses and so on, regular vehicles like personal owned cars, and vehicle itself. Thus,
R = {Rrsu , Rpub , Rreg , Rself }. For each role Ri , it can
assign a maximum conﬁdence score, CSRij , to an accident report it detects or conﬁrms based on the role.
Based on the reality that traﬃc will be blocked so that
the vehicles will slow down when an accident happens.
We use the vehicle velocity deceleration as the signal
strength deﬁned in the model: p(t) = a(t) = dv/dt,
where a(t) is the acceleration rate, and v is the velocity of the vehicle. Then, the signal strength observed by vehicle j, ASS(E, T0 )ij , can be calculated as
T
ASS(E, T0 )ij = 0 a(t) = vT − v0 = Δv.
Based on the above deﬁnition, we simulate RD4 by
extending a traﬃc simulator which simulates the movements, such as acceleration, deceleration, lane changing,
of the vehicles. In the simulation, ﬁrst, our consideration is in a freeway scenario with two lanes in the same
direction. Second of all, the communication between
vehicles follows DSRC. In addition, every event and vehicle are assigned a unique ID to be distinguished from
each other. Brieﬂy, we simulate true accident reports

4. CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE WORK
Since we classify the deceptive data into two diﬀerent categories, redundant data and false data while the
sensing systems are classiﬁed as passive monitoring and
event detection. The RD4 mechanism, focusing on false
data detection in event detection sensing systems, is just
one part of our general framework to detect and ﬁler
deceptive data. Other aspects of our project, including
how to discover redundant data and ﬁlter it at lower
costs and how to utilize the spatial-temporal relation
of the readings to detect and ﬁlter both redundant and
false data, will be future work.
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